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Brush on Alafaya Tr.
cut for safety's sake
by Paul Marshall
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Alafaya Trail is a dangerous
road, but plans are being made
to widen it, and currently
underbrush is being cut back
for different safety reasons.
Michael Spinnato, UCF's
Campus Civil Engineer, said,
"I feel very sorry for people
who have to travel on Alafaya,
it's a very dangerous road indeed, I know because I travel
on it."
He said he had the brush cut
back because of the potential
"danger to young ladies."
In addition, the widening of
Alafaya Trail is being considered.
Spinnato said that Alafaya
Trail has not kept pace with its
surrounding environment. He
added, "The new road must be
built and soon. We should not
even contemplate not having
Alafaya Trail widened."
January 1989 has been
penciled in by Spinnato for
bids for the construction of two

more lanes. The two lanes will
run 2.5 miles north from State
Route 50 to the intersection
with University Boulevard.
"Ninety days after a bid has
been accepted, construction
should begin," said Spinnato.
However, Steve Homan,
Public Information Officer for
the Florida Department of
Transportation in Deland,
gave a different timetable for a
new four lane highway on
Alafaya Trail:
• February 1988-appraisal
work to begin
• July 1988-begin acquisition of necessary right of way
with property owners
• April 1989-bids to be
opened for the construction of
the work
•
September 1989-construction work to begin
Homan said, "The construction should take roughly a year
from September 1989 to late
1990. Eventually we want to
extend the four lane highway
all the way to SR 419.
SEE ALAFAYA PAGE 4

DOT predicts s ortage
of teachers next year
by Tracy Enlow
SPECIAL TO THE .FUTURE

The Florida Department of
Education estimates that over
7 ,000 additional teachers are
needed to accommodate
Florida's growing school system for the 1987-88 academic
GOING FOR BROKE I
year.
Puff the dragon will lead the Knights' fans in cheers as the UCF football team bottles Troy State
This shortage of teachers is
in a Division II semi-final playoff game this Saturday.
of prime concern to the faculty

and administration at UCF,
said Dr. William Johnson,
dean of the College of Education.
"There are many conflicting
statements surrounding the
shortage, but I think we would
all agree that there is a shortage of teachers," Johnson said.
"The shortage is due to fl?.any
reasons, including the dropout
SEE SHORTAGE PAGE 6

Horror stories about transferring -to UCF
Community College for a semester,
Piccirillo said.
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
Piccirillo said she had to spend a
second semester at VCC because adTransferring from a different school missions lost her shot records.
She had to get her measles shots
can be an unpleasant experience when
again before UCF would admit her.
red tape gets in the way.
Piccirillo took the fall semester of
Mary Ann Piccirilo, a journalism
student, transferred from West Vir- 1986 off. Finally, in the spring of1987
ginia University to UCF in the fall of she was admitted to the university.
Piccirillo said she was sick during
1985, but wasn't accepted until the
registration so she asked an adviser in
spring of 198 7.
The admissions office lost her tran- the communications college to get her
scripts and told her to attend Valencia any classes he could. She ended up witl!_
by Chris Shafranski

a few classes that she didn't need.
Two weeks into the semester
Piccirillo said she received a letter from
admissions stating that they did not
have her transcripts from WVU or

vcc.

Admissions finally found those records in someone else's file, Piccirillo
said.
"I ended up a year behind and two
shots ahead," she said.
Piccirillo still has not received her
SEE TRANSFER PAGE 6
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• The Knights gear up
for semi final playoff
action against Troy
State. . Also, the men's
basketball team gets set
for the Merrill Lynch Clas-

• Turn to Confetti to see
a feature on the UCF
Jazz Lab, They'll be
heading overseas soon!
Also, see a review of The
Philadelphia Story, playing at Rollins College.
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Police to build
shooting range
we are not being instructed by
our
people. The use of deadly
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
force is a touchy subject today,
and we have· three firearms
UCF Police officials are instructors, so I would like to
drawing up plans to build a train the officers our way."
shooting range that they say
"We have a site now we use
will save the department over- to practice outdoors on camtime pay.
pus. It is basically a pile of dirt.
The range is way out in the
Director Ronald C. Seacrist woods, and we check with all
said the department requfres departments to make sure no
its officers to qualify with one goes back there. We would
handguns twice a year, but like this to be the site of the
this is costing the university shooting range," said DePuy.
because the officers must
The site DePuy is relating is
travel to the Orange County dominated by an imposing 18sheriff's range or the Seminole foot high mound of dirt that is
Community College Police 60 feet wide.
Academy.
"We only allow two officers
at a time on it, and safety preSeacrist said his depart- cautions are taken very seriment spends about $2600 in ously," said DePuy.
overtime pay a year so officers
One project that did go
can test their gun skills.
through the approval process
was lead lining for Seacrist's
"They don't charge us for office.
the training there, but it is
"It was basically for soundcosting us large amount of proofing. This is a trailer, and
overtime pay, because the offi- there is no privacy in this ofcers must travel after hours," fice. There are discussions
Seacrist said. "I obviously concerning investigations,
don't want to reduce man- and very personal business is
power in the field-I want to discussed here," said Seacrist.
stay away from that."
"One of the situations was
that the ladies room is on the
He says the project is really other side of the wall from my
the brainchild of some of his office, and you can here the
officers, who came up with the ladies tinkling. Also, my waitidea to save them scheduling ing area can become very loud
diffi.cul ties.
with people in it. When you
have the head of the Orlando
"I have always believed in Police Department here, this
letting my people make sug- is not very professional lookgestions to improve the de- ing. It was more for professionpartment. It is good training, it alism than anything else," said
motivates them and I can save Seacrist.
money, said Seacrist.
As for the shooting range,
Seacrist said several people
According to Captain M. must approve the plan.
James DePuy, deputy director
"I stil1 have to approve the
of the department, "This re- plan, and then my bosses will
quires too much overtime, and have to. I have to look and see
Stoff Report

Don Wrttekind/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

YOU CAN'T WIN THEM ALL
That's what this Indiana University (Pa.) fan seems to be saying. Hopefully, Troy State supporters
will have the same reaction after Saturday's .playoff match-up.

that there are no liability insurance problems, and that it
is buflt to accepted police standards. If it is presented to me,
and it seems cost effective and
feasible, then I would like it,"
said Seacrist.
He said the range would
have have four or five shooting
paths, and will have one stipulation placed upon it.
"This wou1d be open only to
police personnel."
.
DePuy said the range would
cost about $10,000. He added
that plans are being made to
reduce that cost.
"We are going to try and get
dirt for free from the construction on Alafaya Trail," DePuy
said. "Also, some engineering
company of the armed forces
says it will move the dirt for
free, if we will buy them diesel
fuel. They are always looking
for projects to train their
people on.

people are killed each year in erence letters, and an official
•SAFE BREAK
It is just about time to put alcohol-related automobile transcript are required by Dec.
the books a way and forget crashes in the United States. 11 to apply.
Applications are available
-about classes for a few weeks. Please help to lower this drasChristmas break is almost tic number by signing the at the Financial Aid Office. For
here and Florida is celebrating Great Safe Holiday Pledge at more information, contact Will
the Great Safe Holiday Break the UCF Health Resource Shaffner at 275-2827.
Center or the Kiosk.
1987.
The goal of Great Safe Holi• LOVELIGHT TREE
day Break is to have no stu- • INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
The Christmas Lovelight
dent deaths duriI).g the ChristThe Foreign Language Tree sponsored by the Florida
mas holidays as a result of .Department will host its sec- HospitaVAltamonte Foundaalcohol or drug relat~d· acci- ond annual International tion Board will be lit Dec. 7 at
dents or the non-use of seat Christmas Festival Dec. 4 at 5:30 p.m. at the entrance to
7:30 p.m. in the Music Re- Florida HospitaVAltamonte.
belts.
The UCF Drug and Alcohol hearsal Hall. The festival will
Three evergreens gracing
Awareness Center, BAC- include Christmas carols and the entrance on S.R. 436 are
CHUS; the Student Wellness songs in French, German, the centerpiece of the display
Advocate Team and Y106-FM Russian and Spanish, native featuring holiday decorations
are working together to spon- dancing and ethnic foods. The and strings offestive lights on
sor the program at UCF.
program is free and open to the the middle tree.
In order to participate, all public.
Donations rangingfrorn $10
you have to do is sign a pledge
to $150 will ensure a light on
car d that says: "1) I Will not •SCHOLARSHIP
thetreeinhonorofalovedone.
drink and drive, 2) I will not
A scholarship is now avail- Proceeds from the Lovelight
get in a car with a drug or able to students majoring in Tree will benefit Florida
alcohol impaired driver , an d 3) education. Financial need will Hospital's nursing scholarship
I will always buclde my ~eat be taken into consideration. A endowm~nt fund.
belt."
completed application, recent
Donation cards re avail:[ ~pp~imately 1 2 5, ~_g___s_
~~~~~fune~c~hqa~ra~c~t~e~
r ~re·f~-~a~b_I_e_~~ili~e~E.~x-K_u=t-·•~
- -o_:~m-~~e~:a_t_

"We could reduce the cost
then to perhaps hundreds of
dollars-maybe keeping the
cost under one thousand dollars," said DePuy.
The University of Florida has
an indoor firing range in the
middle of it's police building,
according to Sgt. Tom Clancy,
a police officer at that state
university.
"This has saved money, but
it also makes the personnel
feel good about themselves.
They can feel like they are
prepared for any situation,
when the alternative is having
campus cops freezing in an
armed robbery situation. Let's
face it, they don't use their
weapons hardly at all, but they
are real police officers, and so
they need to," said Clancy.
DePuy agrees with the necessity of having well trained

Florida Hospital/Altamonte or
the Foundation Office at Florida HospitaVOrlando. For
more information, call the
Florida Hospital Foundation
at 897-1578.
• HELP FOR HOUSING
As we are nearing the close
of another term, there has
been a great interest by students in off-campus housing.
This memo is to serve as a
reminder that there is assistanceforstudentsin this area.
The Off-Campus Housing Coordinator, located in the Housing Office, is available to help
students with this dilemma.
An "Off-Campus Housing"
guide is also available to students upon request. This guide
includes information on 28
apartments that are within
walking/biking distance from
the camp.us.
In addition, files are maintained for students seeking
roommate~ and/or
_d_
~-i~oo~·-·----~

officers.
""We are certified law officers, we have to be certified,
just like nurses and doctors.
Bad things can happen on this
campus-we already had an
armed robbery this year-and
hate to remind people of Ted
Bundy abducting co-eds, or the
kid in the Texas tower who just
starting shooting people,' said
DePuy.
If officers don't qualify in
the tests, they are taken out of
patrol cars and put at desk
positions for thirty days, while
they attend one-on-one remedial training in firearm use.
"This costs us more overtime," said Seacrist.
He says the officers are also
trained for four hours a year in
the legal aspects of fireann
use. The state attorney's office
sends a lawyer to discuss when
are the right times to draw and
shoot a gun.

• HELPLINE
The holiday season can be a
lonely time of year. {f you are
lonely, confused, or hurting
call 740-7477 for Central Florida Helpline. Someone will be
glad to talk with you anytime,
day or night.
• FLEA MARKET
The Northern/Central Florida chapter of the United Negro College Fund will hold its
Flea-a-rama, a flea market,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dec. 5 at
St. John the Baptist Episcopal
Church, 1000 Bethune Dr. in
Orlando.
Local organizations will be
selling clothing, baked goods
and small appliances. Proceeds go to UNCF which supports 43 private black colleges
and universities, including
Beth une-Cookman, Edward
Waters and Florida Memorial.
Individuals who wish to set
up a booth should call Cynthia
Perry at the UNCF office at .
425-3555 .

'!' ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ALAFAYA
FROM PAGE l
H~ said, "If we. had enough
money, we would have widened Alafaya sooner."
Spinnato responded, "We've
heard it before about not having enough money. The widening of Alafaya Trail has been a
long time in coming and we've
been pushing for a January
1989 start."
Spinnato said that 30,000 to
40,000 vehicles travel Alafaya
everyday. · This figure could
jump to 50,000 to 60,000.
The original intention of

Alafaya Trail was to service
the local farming community.
Farmers used Alafaya Trail to
gain access to farm land and to
transport livestock.
"At UCF, we're trying to
make the entrance more attractive by improving Alafaya
and putting the high tension
wires currently on wooden
poles underground. Not widening Alafaya Trail now could
devastate our plans," concluded Spinnato.
Alafaya Trail may later
become a six lane highway.
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AMBASSADORS
WANTED

That's why we're looking for students to represent UCF to high
school students and guidance counselors.

__......__....
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STUD.E NT

The University wants to put it's best foot forward -- and we be'lieve that means our student body!

~ND TURNS. SO WE SO~
·.
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U•C•F

RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE.

~

If you're an effective communicator and if you're excited about
sharing the benefits of your education at UCF --

join the

PROVOST'S
STUDENT AMBASSADORS
TEAM.
$5.50 I Hr.
Applications are available at
the Admissions Office until
Dec. 14, 1987.

FREE Victory ·sus ride
to this Saturday·s

•
•

Playoff Game!!
• Bus leaves @ 11 :45 from Student Center
Parking Lot
• Absolutely FREE ride -- bring Student ·1.0.
•· Student Tickets for the game are $3.00 at
the Kiosk
Student Government Is funded through th.e Activities & Services Fee as allocated by The Student Government of The University of Central. Florida
.
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TRANSFER

ing but because of the associate of arts degree
hassles it hasn't saved me any time," Swartz
said.
Ralph Boston of Community College Relafinal acceptance from UCF and she is listed as tions said the most common problem transfers
a first-semester sophomore. ·
have is deciding what classes they should take.
Laura Swartz, a student in the college of
All the Florida public institutions have difhealth, also encountered a number of problems ferent general education requirements. This
when she transferred from the University of causes many problems for transfers who don't
Florida.
have their associate of arts degree.
The general education requirements have
Seven weeks into the semester she received
a letter of provisional acceptance. When she many similarities but the state allows the
called admissions they said her high school schools flexibility to decide what they feel is
transcripts were missing and she had to have important, Boston said.
them sent again, Swartz said.
Boston said there are many efforts made to
Swartz said her adviser was very helpful help transfer students, such as:
when telling her what she needed to do to
.graduate but he never asked her if she had her
•All universities have a Transfer Student
associate of arts degree.
Counsel Manual which gives a course outline
She is now finding out that because she was for all the colleees.
• UCF sends newsletters to community colmissing one class to fulfill her associate of arts
degree at UF she might have to take five more leges to keep them informed.
•All universities tour every community colclasses to receive the degree from UCF.
Swartz said she is having trouble finding out lege to meet with students and teachers to let
what to do because everyone either sends her to them know what is happening.
•Boston attends council meetings like the to
someone else or tells her something different.
"I transferred here to save time in graduat- help assist and keep himself informed.
FROM PAGE 1

Eat-In or Take-Out
Open Mon.· Thurs. 11 :30·10
Fri. & Sat 11:30·11

Sun. Noon-1 o

370 E. Hwy. 436
Casselberry

331 •4377

•
OPEN
M-S 9-5
SUNl-5
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The girt is 12. The guy is a taxi driver.
What happens to both of them will shod< you.

COLUMBIA l'ICTURlS .....,..,

ROBERT DENIRO

TAXI DRIVER
A

~

'llEAH STREETS' DESERV!S
AITOOJOH AS OHE OF TH£
RNER AMERICAN ALMS

OF TlfE SEASOll.
·'ll£Allmmr1s

Ballet Orlando

• 'llWI smITS'. a.

-

and the

UCF Orchestra

Dec. 3
9pm
SAC

lq9sjta. ~
tf.l lflnl•nll Ulll
Willllat'

slaWI Aart.aa
_.lfiuror.

.. tsa't)ISI ..,...._
itWIJISWilll

Q
Go lo Quell on Sunday.

..1cu1c1....•

_.,. ............... ....

-\ '~

Go lo Hell on Monday.
ROBERT
_ _ _ _ __...DE
NIRO
a'd~'~ClaioGflllOG.""""~tvaa ~--C-.Oarooo•~

2:00pm and 7:00pm in the SCA
Sunday, December 13, 1987
Tickets are now available at the kiosk.
Tickets are free with a UCF ID
or $5.00 for general admission.

PACie fundod through the Activities and Services F-. all allocated by the Student Government of the
University of Centzal Florida.

·~

Dec.6
9pm
SAC

knock·vour·sock.c;

off, fantastically
frii;,teni~

and

ltL'iCiously gory

monster movie!'
LIFE MAC"ol\ZINE

AN
AMERICAN
W EREWOLF
IN LONDON

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
PAC is funded through the AcliNitles and Servicas Fees. as alloca~ by the Studen~ Go en
.
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JUMP
FROM PAGE 1

rate by teachers, the number
of teachers retiring and a decrease in student enrollment
in educational programs."
Johnson said the dropout
rate refers to those educators
who teach for 5 or 6 years, then
move into administrative positions or out of the teaching
profession entirely.
Larger salaries lure many
educators away from teaching
posts and into the business
world, while entry-level salaries in education are reasonable, salary growth may not be
sufficient to meet economic
needs.
,
Shortages vary according to
region and course subject.
Johnson explained that teachers are more geography-bound
than other professionals. Educators will usually end up
teaching in the same general
area that they were taught.
"You have to remember,
however, that Florida is not
the typical of the country,"
Johnson said. "Florida is still
showing rapid growth and
immigration. We do not represent the average state. We
import more teachers than
other states because we have
more people coming to live
here. Six out of 10 educators

that teach in Florida are from
out-of-state."
Rural counties and major
metropolitan areas are hit
hardest by the shortage.
Johnson estimated the
number of minority students
congregating in large cities
will increase, especially Spanish-speaking immigrants who
will need to learn English.
This will create a new kind of
shortage.
The shortages are not
evenly distributed throughout
the school system, Jonnson
stressed, but are concentrated
in certain subject fields.
Dr. John Armstrong, director of Student Internships,
said the shortages are four
areas:
• Special Education
•Math
•Science
• Foreign Language
For example, combined
math and science enrollments
at UCFin 1986 reached 250. In
contrast, 867 students enrolled in the elementary education program alone.
Dr. Douglas Brumbaugh,
professor of mathematics education at UCF said there is
about a 20 percent shortage of
certified math teachers.
Brumbaugh said he believed though, that the shortage has helped UCF.
He said many students

come from other schools to
·enroll in UCF's education programs because UCF has one of
the few remaining 4-year programs, whereas many schools'
teaching programs have been
extended to 5 years.
Armstrong agreed that
UCF has not been greatly affected by the shortage. In general, it has sustained increases

COLLEGE MONEY AVAILABLE!
•
•
•
•

Anytime ...Any Semester
45 Heliable Sources
Grants/Loans/Scholarships
Millions Unclaimed Each Year

COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION -- $6.00
P. 0. Box 677426
Orlando, FL 32867-7426

~6to7~ree~d~toj~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
availability and student loan I
programs.
Dr. Judith Olson of Educational Services ]fats educators
of emotionally handicapped
children as a critical shortage
area.
However, she said, government loan programs have
helped recruit students into
the field. The student learns
with the loan, then can opt to
teach in that field for a certain
number of years rather than
pay the loan back.
While government incentive programs are available in
all four critical areas, Dr.John
DiPierro, of the Foreign Language Department, said student enrollment in foreign
languages is still small.
In 1986, for instance, UCF
enrollment records show an
enrollment of 20 in foreign
language programs, compared
to 125 students enrolled in
English language programs.

L1llllll\TJ~ lll~I\TJ~!1
Make the
responsible
·choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
righ.t. Enjoy it responsibly.

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, .
AMember or
Mears Transportation Group

.

$ 5.00 af -Kiosk
' :,

•

HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

International Calculator
Is Now Meeting ANY.Discounted Price!
Hewlett-Packard
reinvents the
calculator.

F//g9 HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

* Additional $20.00 Rebate on
HP 18C & HP 28C until 12/31

HP-18C Business Consulant *
$149.00
HP-82242A HP41 Infrared Printer Module_ $58.50
.HP-41CV
$149.75
.JIP-41CX ·'.>·~.~:
.t.
.
$217.14
·HP-82240Ainfrared Printer (HP 41, i8'& 28)_ $135.00
HP-llC
$52.38
HP-15C
$79.74
HP-28C Scientific Pro Calculator *
$199.95

•
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INTERNATIONAL~al~~~~~ter
2914 Corrinne Drive• Orlando, FL 898-0081
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Football: Just when you thought you had heard all
there is to hear about the upcoming playoff game
between UCF and Troy State University, we say,
don't forget!
If you are still in the dark about this one, the
Knights will be squaring off against the Trojans in
the Division II national semi-finals. The game is this
Saturday at 1 :30 p.m. in the Citrus Bowl. Tickets are
on sale at this very minute and cost only $3 for students and $8 for the non-student general admission.

We're in the process of building a national champion here, so come on out and cheer on the home te·am.

Finals: An informal survey done here at The
Central Florida Future revealed that most students
are having all of their last tests this week.
The obvious question is what is finals week for
anyway? Getting out of school early is nice, granted,
but we're not sure it's worth it for 17,000 students to
be losing their sanity at the very same time.
So, what we're trying to do is start another informal poll. If you have all or most of your tests this
week, give us a call or drop us a letter. What we want
to know is: a) if you have all of your tests this week,
b) if you like or dislike the situation and c) how did
your teacher go about justifying having the tests in
this week.
If everyone can call us before, say, Tuesday. we'll
puslish the results in next thursday's paper. Why not,
none of us have any finals to worry about that week.

Another poll: Every year at about this time we
give you a chance to critique your newspaper.
Now don't call us on this one, your comments tend
to be too detailed and interesting for a phone conversation.
What we would like you to do is write us a letter on
what you like and dislike about The Central Florida
Future.
To make it easy we'll break it into categories. Tell
us what you think of our news coverage, sports
coverage, features section (Confetti), editorial page
(particular columnists, if you like), our campus artists and our national cartoonist.
Coment on any or all of the sections you would like
to.
Plus, feel free to make any other commen ts you feel
are important. We do take these letters seriously, so
if there is something you want changed or want to
keep the same, speak out and be heard.
We11 take these letters into deepest consideration
when we work on the paper's format for the coming
semester.
Until next time ...

1ftrhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Offi.ce (305) Z75-Ui01, News Office (305) 275-2865
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• GET POLICE REPORTS

Editor:
On the 24th ofNovember I read
the article relating the incident at
the Cafeteria between Sylvester
Bembery and Gary Striker, the
Student Manager of that evening.
I'm sorry to say but many facts
were left out. On that night, following the incident, two employees,
filled out police reports concerning
the event. Why weren't we questioned?
On that night, as with aJl
nights, at 6:35 p.m., the area of
service is closed to all except employees. Sly (as Mr. Bembery is
known to most) decided to enter
the area for a glass of water. However, Grace Anderson, cashier,
told him he could not. A few profanities were said at her and Sly
headed for his table, after throwing a glass of ice (ice only) into the
service area. Gary, having heard
the disturbance, followed Sly
around the comer of the serving
area · where loud talk could be
heard from Sly. The next thing I
knew is Gary was heading in to the
service area with Sly following
behind him.
The statements I remember Sly
making were:
"Make me leave."
"I'll kill ya."
"You're a pussy-head."
Sly strode out the front entrance
and Gary called the police.
Not once did I personally hear a
calm word from Sly's mouth nor
did I ever at that time hear him
speak about hiccups.
. In addition, Mr. Bembery has
many times been told he has an
attitude problem by our staff due
to his rudeness. If the Future
wants the truth why not question
those who gave the reports?
Name withheld by request
• GET THE WHOLE STORY

Editor:
My complaint is in reference to
the Stricker-Bembery story in the

trying to enjoy a meal. The senses
of taste and smell are very closely
linked-so much so that one can
"taste" cigarettes in one's pizza.
(How revolting!)
Interestingly enough, the Florid.a Clean Air Act states that,"Any
person who violates section 4 of
this act is guilty of a noncriminal
violation ... punishable by a fine of.
not more that $100 for the first
violation and not more that $500
for each subsequent violation"'"
Section 4 states, "No person may
smoke in a public place or at a
public meeting except in designated smoking areas."
Further, "Smoking areas may
be designated by the person in
Laura Santiago charge of a public place." (Is this•
Liberal Studies Vic?) And, "No more than one half
of the total square footage in any
public place within a single en-•
• WHY IT STINKS
closed indoor area used for a common purpose shall be reserved
Editor:
For a brief moment, we had des- and designated as a smoking.
ignated smoking and non-smoking area ... This square footage proviareas in Wild Pizza. Many of you sion shall not apply to restaurants
may have noticed that those de- which designate smoking areas in
marcations are now gone. And you accordance with customer demand as determined by the manmay wonder why.
agement."
Some ten weeks ago, I contacted
I agree with Vic that the vas~
Vic Collazo. assistant director of
majority
of students at UCF are
theStudentCenter, torequestdesnon-smokers.
I don't believe esignation of separate smoking and
tablishing
separate
smoking/non-..
non-smoking areas in accordance
smoking
areas
would
be a burden
with the Florida Clean Air Act. The
purpose of this act is "... to protect on anyone. Such an action is
the public health, comfort and clearly in keeping with the Flor-.
environment by creating areas in ida Clean Air Act and would benepublic places and at public meet- fit both smokers and non-smokings that are reasonably free from ers. In fact, it would appear that
tobacco smoke ... " After several Vic Collazo is in violation of the•
weeks of dragging his heels, the law, inasmuch as he has deter"no-smoking" signs finally ap- mined that the majority of stupeared in Wild Pizza-and were dents do not smoke, yet has failed•
to reserve at least half of the space
subsequently removed.
I called Vic five weeks ago to ask as a non-smoking area.
It has been over three weeks•
why the signs were removed. His
response was an unenviable dis- since I left Vic an annotated copy
play of pretzel-logic: "Most of the of The Clean Air Act. It has been
students don't smoke anyway. The three weeks since Vic told me he,.
only problem we have seems to be would get the signs up. What's
at lunch. We looked into the law taking Vic so long? (Hack! Cough!
and found we could de~ignate the Puke!)
building a smoking building."
Kurt Amesbury
I was mystified. I detest cigaEngineering 1
rette smoke-especially when I am

Nov. 24 issue. After reading the
article, I was not clear with what
rea1ly happened. Obviously, both
sides of the story do not match and
more facts from reliable witnesses
(preferable those who filed police
reports) are needed to back up the
truth of this matter. In my opinion,
the student manager of SAGA was
doing his job and it was Bembery
who over-reacted in the incident. I
would also like to point out that
there was an article of complaints
of Bembery's short temper from
the Florida Today (Brevard
County) newspaper over the weekend. I would like to see a follow-up
story that portrays the truth.
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Both Ed and Jim are going home for Christmas this year. Yet, the__
two
will celebrate quite differently. While Ed likes lighting the Christmas
tree, Jim likes getting ltt. Here are some other differences:

•
•

.

Ed :

Gave his girlfriend a
monogrammed sweater

~II

II

©•~s71'Jsnflll(5 <o~·

Jim:

Have A Great, Safe Holiday Break!
Pledge these 3 goals:

1. Not to drink and drive.
2. Not to ride with a drug
iinpaired driver.
3. Alvvays buckle up.

Sign your pledge and turn it into the Health Resource
Center for several dra-wings for great prizes!

•••••••••••••••••••••••
I THE GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY PiiDGE CARD I
"''"

I

I
I
I

I

a student at
hereby sign this pledge for

I
I
I

.'
'

.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Everyone meet at house Sat at twelve so
we can support the Knights. go UCF. Let's
hit those books guys finals are on the way.
Congrats to Donnie, Joe, Rob, John and
Greglt
Alpha Tau Omega
The Winter Formal Is upon us! Pay Rem now
If you would like to go tomorrow nightl GO
KNIGHTS! Party after the game Sat. at 9
p.m.I All brothers wish John D. luck at GITI
Kappa Sigma
Oyster Bust Is Tomorrow Night. CQme out
ant party at The Kappa Sig House! Music
by Walter Lee (Knights Out Pub). End of
the semester Party! Lots of Oysters and
kegs kegs kegs.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share a 2br/lb
apt 15 min from UCF (Wlndrlft). $212/mo +
1/2 utilities- washer. dryer In apt call 6584283.
Mature ns roommate (M or F) needed for
Haystack 2 bdrm/ 1 bath apt for mid Dec.
S200 + 1/2 utll. Cal 275-3996 mornings.ask
for Greg.
Roommate wonted: Responsible n/s M or
F to move Into 2b/2b at Forest Highlands
between Dec. 12 and Jan 1. Own room S14Q/mth and 1/3 utl. One mile from UCF
Call 275-8915.
Resp male to share new split level home2 miles from UCF. Recent grad preferred.
2-cor garage/fireplace/ new furn. 3 bedroom/ loaded kitchen/ tvI hlfi VCR/ woshdryer/ billiards/ pool/ deck/ fenced/ nice!
Avail in December. $260 + 1/3 Bills. 6797645 for Info.

llllll~lil ~!~~~~~!'~!
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention aR RTV, film, journal~m. and
communlcqtion majors, gain experience
by joining the natlonal broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.
Baptist Campus Ministries
Everyone Is invited to KNIGHTLITE an evening of Christian recreation. fun and
friends. KNIGHTUTE Is held Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m. in the SOL across from
mailboxes. A BCM activity ·because we
care about U.•

Roommate (female preferred) to share
housew/male+ female private room. use
of house/washer/dryer/mlcfawa-.te, 15
min from UCF. $150 + 1/3util. CaD 366-1919.
leave msg, checked hourly.

apartments at Forest Highlands. Apts. Call
282-5657 for information.

Sherwood Forest 3 bdrm - 2 bath open
Dec 1. Call Graham 834-0846.
2 bedroom - 2 bath duplex close to
campus. Wosher/dryer, celling fans, available Jan. 1. 5425/mo. + security. Call Jeff
at 834-8787 or 671-7828.
Altomonte Springs Duplex, 2 ~room
Carpet. central heat/air. mini blinds. kids
OK 5415/mo. 657-7222.
Alofayo Woods home. 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
voll.mB cel6ng w/1an, wosher + dryer.
lawnmower, minis, S500/mo. 365-3333.
3 bdrms 2 bath villa Sherwood Forest 1/2
mile UCF microwave dishwasher washer/
dryer alarm system. 3-student @ $192/mo
4-$tudents C S144 658-4310.
Going Home??
Stote your stun
In your nelghborhood
AlgfQVg Mini Storaae

Roommate to shore 2b-2bat Sunkey Apts.
Call 628-2996 days or 678-7907 eves.

1 ml. North ol UCF
on Alafayo Trail

Roommate wanted or someone to take
overleose. One bedroom, furnished, onehalf of S340, +one-half of utilities. Decemberrentpaidond conmove In on December 10. Call 277-0607.
One or two l'lC>fMmoklng, responsble
femal0s tor 3 bedroom, 2 ba1h duplex
near Dean & Univ. Wosher/dryer. Bedrooms furn. or unfum. S150 deposit reg.
Rent negotiable. Avail Jan. 1. Call 657-

Double wide moble home for sale 2bd. 2
ba, closed In patio. central air and heat.
Adult pane. O.Vner moving. priced to sell.

7540.

U2 Tickets Avaioble 877-7145.

Female roommate wonted to share very
nice 2bdrm/2ba1h apt. Cal 679-0500 or
682-5476.

Car floor mats- Factory Mats. carpet any
size. any color. great X-Mos gift. 15$ for a
set of 2 call 658-4652.
There will be a sealed bid sole of miscellaneous surplus equipment at the Centrdl
ReceMng building from 10 a.m. to 2 p .m.
on Dec. 8th and 9th. Items for sole will
Include office and electronic equipment.
typewriters. a bus and a car. 8id forms will
be available at the sole or by calling Ken
Dedering at 281-5084. The public Is Invited.

Professional Word Processing

Expedenced babv-smer Good with kids of
all ages. AvallobJe Monday. Friday, and
Saturday nights. T1..1esday and Thursday
mornings until noon. Reasonable rates.
Call 275"4771.

RESUMES/TYPESETTING
Professional Losertypesettlng. many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Kinko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

li11A1ilf411111

Term Papers, Plusl
Fast accurate typing: term papers. letters.
labels. etc. at good rates! Discounts available. Call any day until 9 p.m. Two miles
from UCF. 657-3502.
•

Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. l 8-<i2K per yr application info 1-813-254-lATC.

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Coll Berny 629-G545.

PREGNANT?
Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy information and
referral. Confldential. True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Pork 647-1477.
Free kittens . Call LeRoy at 332-6847.

Pizza Inn Winter Park needs deliver'/ drivers/cooks. Excellent pay. Need own car
w/proper insurance. Must be 18 or over
call Mark-days 678-1655.

College students Interested In earning a
free spring break In the Bahamas! Coll
Campus Tours, Inc. at (305) 523-TOUR,
that's (305) 523-8687.

Waitress needed for restaurant In Oviedo/
UCF area flexible hours please call 3652435 after 6:00 p.m.

Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-1221 ext 0627.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available;
Catalog 52.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

HIRING! Government Jobs - your area.
$15.(XX) - S68.CXX> call (602) 838-8885. Ext
5780.
Art/Design Students
Part-time work available. Flexible hou~.
Working with a creative team near the
University. In the making of a Citrus Bowl
Float.
Interested parties caD Tracey at 678-6964
to make arrangements for an Interview.

Attention WDW employees wanted 5/
day world passports will pay $10 per tlcket
call 695-2512 ask for Rob.
HYPNOSIS for memory improvement. anxiety, bad habits. lnsormla. sports perfectlons. Special student rates. Dr. Bill Hansen
679-1011

TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked.
LASER printing. S2/page. 658-1163.
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. S10. Call 658-1163.

Attn: Nor1hemersl (Gos & V. cheap)
Roadtrip up 1-95 - Boston for Xmas Dec.
l 0 return Jon. 13. If you live off 95 anywhere up North and want to go eitherway
coll Michele 281-1609.

Need X-Mas job? Are you over 21 hove

good dr1vfng record. have chauffeur license, knaw the area well. Call 855-6328.
Speak Spanish. Italian or Portuguese
would b9 a plus.

Eam $480 weekly - S60 per hundred circulars malled. Guaranteed. Homewor1cers needed to perform mal services. Incentive ptogroms avalloble. Send legal
size stamped self addressed envelope to
United Service of Amerlca 24307 tv'.aglc
Mtn. Par1<way. Suite #306 Valencia. CA.
91355.
Wanted: English. speech, debate, law
majors to Judge forensics tournament at
Cocoa Dec. 4 1-8 and Dec 5 8 a .m . - 7:00.
SS per round cash. Call 269-5664 e>Ct. 2030.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome bock Kl'Vghtsl A. Able Typing Is
Introducing o frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do aw your typing.
Jon naw and save. Call about detais.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions . Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Moster
Card. Over 16.700sattsfled students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.
PROFE$10NAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types ofs tudentdocuments. Someday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing .
Fast • Professional •Acc1.1ote
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

~129.

IBM PC, monitor (mono/color cord). dual
drives, 640K. 8087 coprocessor serial 2
parallel.gomeport,clockSl 100679-6558.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test. ·
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control lnformotton, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD .screening. low cost. confidential serv·
Ices and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Heolth OrQOntzatlon

Fnally Finals!! There's stiR hope! For Professional Help In Calculus, Algebra. Trig .. and
Physics coll 366-8275.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~

FREE TUTORING for moth. English. & more.
Call Student Academic Resource Center
for more Info. 281-5130. PCl-102.

Heyl Congrats Walter Cuf11 for making It to
the finals In the calendar contest. We
thoroughly enjoyed the photos of youl
Intrigued beyond belief.AT. &D.R.
T.F..

You've made It this far, If you con get
through this week finals will be ovef. Just

Designed I Revised /Typed - 65HXJ79

two more semesters to go.Try and stick to
It kiddo.

Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work, editing. technlcol. 366-0538.

Watch out for falling babies!

Resumes end cover letters

s lid

'I

Farr Ollrr Fi
Read the Classifieds

For information on how to place a classified ad, call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!

FIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

·

lnfroS/im

Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
•
5 Visits for

1

;

$24.95

;

I 10% Discount with U.C.F. l.D.I
I Coupon expires Dec. 31, 1987 I

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body contouring. Call today for your free
consultation.

..

·--···
·
·-----·
(•iDlr)l JJ~A· I.

I

50% OFF
FIRST TREATMENT

.

t

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
I

I

Call fo~ appointment• offef. expires el RJ3 J/87
:I'

\I I

'TOWER PLACE • M~F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M.
: ~ 10376 E. Colonial Dr. • .282-6042

'
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20% Discount on all Hair Services with valid UCF/
Westinghouse/Research Park I.D. with Gloria at

Merril Lynch Classic tips off
F~iday; Knights play St. Peter's

Don•s Hair Station
appointments preferred Tues., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

320 Regency Sq.
(next to Melon's) in Casselberry

Staff Report

834-8919

CENTRAL FLORIDA FLJTURE

UCFs association with the Merrill Lynch
Classic grows into its second year tomorrow and
Saturday with men's basketball tournament
action to be held in the UCF gymnasium.
Florida International University will meet
Campbell University in anopeningroundgame
tomorrow at 6 p.m., while the hosting Knights
play St. Peter's College tomorrow night at 8
p.m. Second round action will continue Saturday, with the consolation game at 6 p. m. and the
championship tilt to follow at 8 p.m.
Campbell University, coached by Billy Lee,
opened its season Monday with a home game
against Averett College. The Camels, a member
of the Big South Conference, posted a 17-13
record last season. Campbell's top returnees
appear to be Henry Wilson, a 6- 7, ~20-pound
junior and Brad Childress, a 5-9 sophomore.
Wilson, a center, averaged 14.4 points-pergame last year, while Childress, the squad's
point guard, averaged 8.5 points and 4.6 assists
per game last season.
Florida International begins its first NCAA
Di\rision I season under the guidance of Rich
Walker.
The Gi:>lden Panthers, who opened the sea-

PEOPLE WHO ARE GOING
PLACE·S NEED OUR
PASSPORT PHOTOS
At Kinko' s, our passport photos move faster than
the Concorde: they're ready in just three minutes. And no appointments are necessary.

Passport photos at Kinko's. Don't leave home
without them.

Great copies. creat people.

•

12223 University Blvd.
(comer University &Alafaya Tr.)

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Avenue

658-9518

628-5255

·········-----------·
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An Outdoor Adventure
1
: The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge

I

I

I

: IAl11111'ti lt :
I

I Brevard
I (305) 639-2024

.

I

Orange/Semmole I
(305) 422-3363 I

·-------------------·
STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such ·a s landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

Problems with?
· Landlords?

· Insur
ance?
....
'
-ontracts~

11

•CORRECTION
The UCF Athletic Department is putting together a
men's and women's track and
field c1ub for the 1988 season.
The club will not be an NCAA
Division I team as reported in
Tuesdays edition of the Central Florida. Future. However
the club will follow NCAA
guidelines.
Assistant football coach
Dana Martin and cross country coach Torn Metts will be
assisting in coaching the club
this season. UCF will not be
hiring a full-time coach; however a volunteer coach will
assist the team.
The Knights will be competing in at least three meets
this year. Coaches are looking
for former high school track
and field participants, but the
club is open to all eligible students. Students must carry 12
hours, maintain a 2.0 grade
point average and meet physical requirements.
A meeting will be held for all

son Monday at home against U.S. International
University, posted a 7-18 record last season,
including a 102-87 loss at UCF. Forward
Carlton Phoenix will lead FIU's attack. The 66, 220-pound senior averaged 14.1 points and
11. 7 rebounds per game last season. Senior
guard David Banks chipped in 10.8 points and
2.1 rebounds per game last year.
St. Peter's, a member of the Metro Atlantic
Conference, posted a 21-8 record last season
and opened this year with a 73-36 win over
Central Connecticut State last Saturday.
The Peacocks, coached by Ted Fiore, are led
by 5-11 junior guard Willie Haynes, who led his
team with a 15.1 points-per-game scoring
average a year ago. He scored 20 points or more
nine times last season.
UCF, meanwhile, posted a 12-15 record last
year, doubling its wins from the previous season. The Knights, coached by Phil Carter,
opened their season with an 87-81 loss to visiting Bucknell this past Saturday.
However, freshman guard Marty Collier
made an impressive debut in a Knight uniform.
The Bloomington, Ind.; native led UCF Saturday night against Bucknell as he connected for
20 points, including four baskets from the
three-point range. Forward Pat Crocklin, who
led last year's team in scoring with 13.3,
·chipped in 15.

-

interested students in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center
today at 6:30 p.m.
• PLAYOFF SOUVENIRS
NCAA souvenir items are
available at the Athletic Department today at Jay
Bergman's office in building
39. NCAA caps are $12, Tshirts are $12, and sweatshirts
are $20.

freshmen into the regatta. The
squad competed in eight out of
the 11 events, finishing with
four third-place finishes, two
fourth-place finishes Rnd two
fifth-place finishes. More than
7 4 students competed for UCF,
none of who had rowed before
for UCF.
• ALL-STATE SOCCER
Eight members of the UCF
women's soccer team have
been honored as selections to
the Florida Intercollegiate
women's soccer All-State
team.
Named first team all-state
are Amy Allmann (goalie),
Mary Schultz (defender),
Michele Akers and Leslie
Suder (midfield) and Jean
Varas and Sandy Carter (forward).

•CREW FINISHES
The UCF crew program
completed its sixth race of the
fall schedule with the freshman novice race held in Tampa
Named to the second team
on Nov. 21. Eight universiti~s
and colleges competed. Will are defenders Ellie GolemRogers, a former oarsman at biewski and Laurie Hayden.
UCF who is in his first year of Michele Akers was named the
coaching, led a strong group of state's most valuable player.

Sports 1•i••'""®1&11a111~1}•11i111111•1;11rt,. .r••l•w,,ui;1e&J11F••
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vs. UCF a game of destiny

Many think winner of this game will take national title in Alabama
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Troy State vs. UCF
The match-up seemed almost inevitable.
"Ifwe continue to win, we will probably play
Troy State in the first round.of the playoffs since
they are close (regionally) to us," said Head
Coach Gene McDowell back on Nov. 2. "But it's
kind of bad because I feel Troy St. and UCF are
the best two teaII\s in Division II."
However, a19-14 loss to FloridaA&M almost
derailed UCF's playoff hopes and delayed the
Troy State-UCF meeting. But just for a little
while.
"We knew all long that if we got into the
playoffs it would come down to this game," said
wide receiver Bernard Ford. "I feel strongly
that the winner of Saturday's game will go on to
win the title."
UCF, 9-3, will host Troy State, 10-1-1, at1:30
p.m. Saturday in the Florida Citrus Bowl. The
winner advances to the Division II championship game in Florence, Ala.
After losing it,s first game and tying its second, Troy State has won 10 straight including a
45-14 first-round victory over Winston-Salem
State last week. The Gulf South Conference
champions run the wishbone offense, something that UCF has not seen too much this
season.
"It is unique to our schedule in that Georgia
Southern is the only other team that uses it like
Troy State does," said McDowell. "But we have
a lot of confidence that our defense can stop it."
Leading the Troy State offense, which
averages 434 yards a game, is quarterback
Mike Turk. Turk, like UCF's Ford, is in the final
eight in the running for the Harl on Hill Trophy,
Division H's player of the year award. Turk has
rushed for 662 yards while passing for 1258
yards. Fullback Tony Jackson leads the team in
rushing with 851 yards. Greg Harris and Titus
Dixon have both amassed over 600 yards receiving.

Troy State's defense only yields an average of
228 yards per game. However, two thirds off
Troy State University "Trojans" (10-1-1)
that yardage is through the air which is UCF's
vs.
strong suit.
University of Central Florida
"The first thing that jumps out at you about
UCFis their passing attack, which is the best in
"Knights" (9-3)
the country," said Troy State Head Coach Rick
Rhoades. "But they can also run the football and
Semifinal Round NCAA Division II Playoffs
have a great defense so you can't just go nuts
trying to stop the pass." .
The UCF offensive attack has sputtered of
late. Quarterback Darin Slack threw five interceptions in Saturday's 12-lOfirst-round victory
over Indiana University (Pa.). Only the return
Coverage: WKIS Radio 740 AM
of Ford, who had f51 yards on 10 catches, and
a stingy defense gave Slack and company another chance.
"I have to put it behind me because as much
as I would like to have the last game back, I can't
get it back," said Slack. "We won and are still in
it, so I have to come back and prepare to play
even harder."
"The game will probably come down to how
our offense is playing," said McDowell. "If we ·
play the way we are capable of, we will win."
With the teams evenly matched on paper, the
difference could be the 12th man-the fans. The
largest crowd Troy State has played before this
year was a homecoming crowd of 10,200.
The average road attendance for Troy State
this year has only been a little over 5,000.
Saturday's game should have at least four or
five times that many. Rhoades does not know
how his team will react.
"The crowd is something we will definitely
have to deal with," said Rhoades. "Hopefu1y it
will excite us to where it will be to our advantage, but you never know until you get into the
game."
McDowell, however, does feel a noisy home
crowd could unnerve Troy State.
The NCAA would like to remind fans of the UCF vs. Troy State
"If our crowd gets real noisy it will certainly
game that no alcohol will be sold or permitted Inside the
help us win," said McDowell. "They (fans) got
gates. Also. any air horns or other noise makers are prohibinto it last Saturday and they intimidated Indiited.
ana."

•

UCF employee rubs wideout Ford the right way
"This is just something I grew
up with. We used turpentine
SPORTS EDfTOR
for a lot of th in gs. We lived 32
miles from the nearest hospiWhen UCF coaches hand
tal so my father relied on what
out game balls for outstanding
we had. There is so much out
performances after Saturday's
there that nature provides for
playoff game with Troy State,
us for free.
they may want to throw one
"It's not something in my
Marion LaBar's way.
head. I don't know what [turLaBar, who works in the
pentine] does, but it works. I
UCF Credit Union, should be
use it on my child."
given a game ball for helping
Ford will continue to use the
star UCF wideout Bernard
turpentine daily and says he's
Ford return to action after
still "about 95-percent" the
treating his sore ankle with
Bernard he was before his inher turpentine remedy.
jury.
Ford, who sat out the season
Still, Ford at 95 percent is
finale with Morningside and
better than most receivers at
played ineffectively during the
100 percent. He is leading the
Florida A&M game, received
Knights with 78 catches for
LaBar's turpentine treatment
1331 yards and 13 touchSunday, a day after the
downs. He is also one of eight
Knights' game with Indiana
finalists for the Harlon Hill
University.
Joe Welnateln/CEMAAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Trophy, honoring Division II's
Just a spoonful of turpen- · UCF wldeout Bernard Ford (#8) will return to action this week a little healthier after recievplayer of the year. His stiffest
tine rubbed on the ankle, and ing a turpentine remedy. Ford leads the team with 78 catches.
competition for the award
Ford's soreness began to
comes from Troy State quardisappear.
"I can perform with pain," ther growing up as one of 12 terback Mike Turk.
"Last week I felt some sore"When she first put it on me ness, but after using the tur- Ford said. "I can do everything children in the Panhandle.
By the way, LaBar attended
I said, 'What the heck is this pentine, I felt fine on Mon- I was doing before my injury She cautions that the amount Troy State University in 1962,
stufl',' " Ford said. "I had al- day," Ford said.
(which occurred on Oct. 31 of turpentine used depends on UCFs next playoff opponent.
ways heard rumors of [turpenFord had a spectacular against Grand Valley State)." how sensitive a person's skin However, her loyalties remain
tine] relieving the pain, but I game Saturday, despite playLaBar, however, isn't about is.
with the Knights. "You better
never tried it."
"I have the highest respect believe I'm rooting for the
ing with some soreness. He to proclaim herself as any kind
Slowly, but surely, the tur- hauled in 10 passes for 151
of a healer or doctor. To her it's for physicians," said LaBar, Knights," she said. "Ifl wasn't,
pentine soothed Ford's aching yards to provide all of UCF's just a good 'ol fashioned rem- whose husband Neil is UCF's why would I rub turpentine on
ankle. ,
offensive spark.
·
e~y she learned from her fasports i~formation director. . Bernard's ankle?"
·

by Scott Wallin

•

•
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The entertainment and feature supplement of 1Pnie Central Florida Fllture

•

by Dave Schlenkler

set to play Europe

The year has been a bit on
the busy side for our own
UCF Jazz Lab. The group, 20
pieces strong. most recently
appeared at Ch ris' House of
Beef, as well as being a big
p~ of the Orlando Jazz
Festival, yet the thoughts of
the m embers are quickly
growing out of the Orlando
area. or out of the country for
that matter.
After last Spring's performance at Epcot Center's
All American College Jazz
Festival, the Jazz Lab received invitations to play at
the Montreux and North
Seas Festival~ in Europe in
July. When the tour eventually materializes, Director
JohnWhitneyandhisenthusiastic group of performers
hope to play in other European cities as well. The invitation is quite an honor
considertng that only around
15 college bands from the
United States go to Europe
for these festivals.
"Probably the primary
catalyst for our invitation
was the fact that we were
invited to play at the Epcot
College Festival," Whitney
explains." We were one of six
bands from across the country [out of about 46 applicants]. But because it was in
our own backyard, it didn't
bring us much notoriety, either. In fact, I don~t think the
kids in the band realized the
extent of it until they got out
there and saw that they were
in the big leagues as far as
the quality of performance
goes."
"The original invitation is
from Montreux Jazz Festi-
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val," Whitney continues.
"That is probably the granddaddy of European jazz festivals. Wealsowillperformata
festival in Hague, Holland.
called North Sea Jazz Festival, which is a lways
mobbed."
The Fes tival in Holland
lasts for three days, while
Montreux is two weeks long.
The UCF Jazz Lab prides
themselves with playing a
variety of jazz, both traditlonal swing style and contemporary 'fusion.' According to Whitney, this variety
will be well accepted, especially in Montreux.
"Jazz purists are not so
fond of Montreux anymore
because there are more fusion acts. But, that's the way
Jazz festivals have gone in
order to attract large
crowds," Whitney said. He
went on to explain that the
North Sea Jazz Festival follows the opposite pattern...It
[North Seas] is very highly
respected by European jazz
purists. Spyro Gyra, for example, would not be invited
to appear in North Seas, but
they would most commonly
be at Montreux. I'm not sayIng that somebody like Oscar
Peterson wouldn't be on both .
bills, so it is not like Montreux is no longer a Jazz
Fest."
Whitney is in his sixth year
at UCF and performs, as well
as directs, in the Lab. He is a
well-known jazz pianist and .
is now the assistant conductor of the Brevard Symphony
Orchestra. A graduate oflthaca College and the New
England Conservatory, he

SEE JAZZ PAGE 2
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Philly Story a,classic production
by Diana E. Della Costa

Dale Amlund

Tony Mendez
Annie RussellTheatre,
Rollins College,

A classic according to
Webster is "a work of literature or art of highest standard and lasting merit,"
meaning it will never die nor
fade into oblivion. The play,
The PhUadelphia Story is an
example of this.
It was written by Phillip
Barry and its first successful
run in 1939. A film version
was made in 1941 and the
1957 musical adaptation
made a star of Grace Kelly.
Now it 1s being revived at the
Annie Russell Theatre of
Rollins College with the
same humanistic approach
as before.
The play is written in a
comic vein about high society. The family, the Lords,
find themselves in an awkward position on the eve of
their eldest daughter's wedding. The repentant father.
portrayed Wisely by A Arnold Wettstein, is estranged
from the mother and about
to be the target of gossip for
a national pu bllcatlon. From
this point the plot thickens
as Sandy, the Lords' son
played by Michael Garuckis,
arranges to have things hidden through devious means
and blackmail. These include inviting a writer and
photoj!rapher to stay at his
parents' home and cover the
Philadelphia Story- what
the city is all about from an
industry and social point of
view. As an added bonus
their editor was cajoled into
letting them cover his
sister's wedding in exchange
for the article about his
father's escapades.
What follows ls how each
character comes to grtps

with reality through their
own perceptions of life'. The
mother, Margaret Lord. was
played by Aidan Garrity as a
mature individual who conceives her family as proper,
but at the same time they are
eccentric. Her home is reminiscent of an earlier era with
decor of high society's finest
furnishings complete with a
~aby Grand piano, gold
chandelier and marble fireplace. A double set of French
doors lead to a sun-drenched
patio with lavish garden furniture and ivy growing up a
red brick wall.

~

Theater
To complicate matters,
Diana, the impish younger
sister brought to life as such
by Georgia Sattele, invites
her sister's ex-husband to
lunch. Dexter was portrayed
by Jesse Wolfe to be the patient but jealous 'ex' of the
bride-to-be.
However no love story is
complete without conflict.
This is defined by contemporary author, Robert Newton
Peck, to be •two dogs and one
bone." In this case it's three.
Tracy, Barry's sophisticated
protagonist. played by Nancy
Hower to be the suave perfectionist who realizes she
wants to be loved and not
revered as a goddess discovers herself through an encounter with the reporter
staying at her home. William
Cowart nicely reveals Mike's
tender-heartedness which

SEE REVIEW PAGE 8

Corner a gathering of obnoxious people
by Paul Price
The best part about going back to the
motherland for a visit is being able to go
to Speakers corner. This little slab of
concrete on the edge of Hyde Park, next
to Marble Arch is the home of free
speech in the western world and the
best entertainment that can be had that
side of the Atlantic.
Every Sunday, rain or shine, Tourists
and Londoners converge for what has to
be the ultimate in verbal warfare. Nothing is sacred in this forum and anyone is
free to expound upon their views on any
subject. When I first went there ten
years ago, I got more than I bargained
for. I saw my first communist standing
right next to a Bible thumping preacher
from South Carolina. Across the way
was a set of steps being shared by a
combination gay rights/pro abortion
group. Next to them was a student
group from Iran denouncing the thenShah of Iran and handing out revolutlonruy literature. Little has changed
since then. Everyfewyears I've gotten to
gc) back. The hard-core speakers are
st411 there with new "talent" seeping in.
Light entertainment is the speciality of a
half dozen speakers I like to call "the

has to be seen to be appreciated. My
favorite heckler roams from crowd to
crowd followed by his cronies. Wearing
a T-shirt With a fighter bomber beneath
the words, "visit Israel before Israel visits You" and a "Liberate Nicaragua"
risers". These guys have only one pur- (superimposed over a U.S. flag) button,
pose, which is to piss of as many foreign- his prime targets are Arabs and anyone
ers as possible 1n the shortest possible to the left of Margaret Thatcher. Just
time. It's a form of recreation for them when I think these people are going to
and meant in the nicest possible way. If start trading blows instead of insults a
they can't get any of those to take the couple of patrolling bobbies stroll over
bait they are not above turning on their and everyone remembers that this is
England.
own countrymen to the delight of all.
The fun part is that this is not a
The speakers compete for audiences
helpless crowd. Should you not like
what the speaker has to say you are and there are fringe speakers who gravencouraged to respond, "this ts exactly itate around the outside of the melee.
wha,.t they want". One you voice your The nutter is always represented. Last
opinion you are free game for the time it was a guy with a torn pair of work
speaker and the rest of the cmwd and pants and an old air force sweater. He
Will be verbally assaulted until you ei- had a grimy stack of papers and his
ther P.!OV~ yqur potµt ·and gain a little speech never attracted more than two
r~spec~. or sl.µ1k away shamed. There
listeners at a time. It seemed to consist
are also professional hecklers every bit of little more than a description of tin
as well vecied 'a s the best speaker, but foil spinning out into the cosmos, and
wh6 wotlld rathef disrupt from the how his one eye would follow the dotted
safety of.tfie crowd. Many ls the tune I've' white line in the middle of the road,
seen a speaker :or poet reduced . to. ·a whilst the other drifted off to the color
sniv~lling mass of over .&ensitive nerve . yellow. Whatever floats your boat,
endings by, these verbal bullies and i1: you'll find it at the corner.

Hunky Doiy
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• THEATER SCHOLARSHIPS
The Seminole Community College Fine Arts Theatre will hold
auditions for acting and technical theater scholarships. These
scholarships are for the second
and third semesters of the 198788 school year. The auditions
will be held on Dec. 3 between 5
p.m. and 6 p.m. and Dec. 4 between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. Each
acting candidate must present a
two-minute memorized monologue. Each technical candidate
should be prepared t.o discuss
his/her theater background and
projects that illustrate appropriate skills. For information call
323-1450 or 843-7001 ext 432.

•

COLLEGE THEATER

Currently the Seminole Community College Fine Arts Theatre ls
presenting Tartuffe, an American version of Moliere's comedy
translated and adapted by
Robert Strane and Eberie Thomas and directed by Paul M.
Wegman. For information call
323-1450 or 843-7001 ext 399.
General admission ls $5, Senior
citizens and students $4.

•
FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF
Fiddler on the Roof opens today
as The Bay Street Players'
Christmas present t.o Central
Florida. It will play Dec. 3-6, l013 and 18-19. at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is $7.50 reserved, age
12 or less $3. For information
call (904) 3s1-1n1.

•

PETFAIR

The Orlando Science Center Pet
Fair returns to Orlando's Loch
Haven Park Dec. 6. The fair features a kid's pet show combined
with carnlval rides, food, entertainment and lots of family fun.
All young people aged 18 and
under are invited to enter their
pets. Pet Fair hours are lO a.m..6 p.m. Dec. 5 and on Dec. 6, 11
a.m. · 5 p.m. Parking and admission are free. For lnfonnation call
896-7151.

•

MEET THE AUTHOR

The Meet-The-Author series will
continue on Dec. 19 at 10 a.m. at
the Orlando Public Library with
the appearance of nationally
known writer and animal rights
activist, Cleveland Amory. This
event is free and open to the
public but as seating is limited,
reservations are necessary. To
make reservations, call the community relations office at 4254694 ext. 481 before Dec. 15.

• A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Tickets are now on sale for the
Osceola Players holiday production of A Christmas Carol. a fantasy musical re-telling of the
classic Dickens tale. Performances will be held over three
weekends: Dec. 4, 5, 6; 12, 13;
and 18, 19, 20. Friday and Saturday performances begin at
8: 15 p.m. while Sunday matinees begin at 2: 15 p.m. Tickets.
are $9 for adults, $8 for senior
citizens, and $4.50 for students
and children and may be reserved by calling 846-6257.

~~
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plays violin, yet his primary
interest at the moment is in
conducting.
He claims that even
though the European festivals categorize Jazz m ~nn

funds originate from loeal
donations , yet the group
plans to raise most of the
money through performing.
The Townsend's Plantation
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Dinner theater bringing action
of Ben Hur tO ·central Florida

r~r~f~~~roo~~~~~r~~lf~l

•
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm - 9pm

:

• Model Composites
• Wedding Photos
• Portraits

I
I

In addition. guests will be
entertained by quarter
If you missed the famed horses, sidesaddle jumping
chariot
race
from and Arabian dancing horses
Hollywood's long-ago epi~ . as they dine on a four-course
Ben Hur, have no fear, your dinner during the two hour
show.
chance to view is near.
Arabian Nights is owned
In January of 1988 the
Arabian Nights Dinner .At- and operated by Park Equus,
traction will open its doors to Inc .. and their project, when
the public. The $20 million complete. will be set within a
complex will seat 1001 two and a half acre Arabianpeople and the highlight of styled palace at U.S. 192 and
the show will be the re-crea- I-4 in Kissimmee. Kristen
tion of the famous Ben Hur Knab of Park Equus said the
chariot race. It will be staged company is spending more
by the legendaiy Hollywood than $4 million on the 60
horse trainer. Glenn Randall horses to be used at the atwho did the chariot work for traction.
The horses. descended
Ben Hur. Randall will be
working with a staff of train- from horses bought from
ers who are assembling 16 Nomadic Bedouin tribes in
horse acts to be performed the 1880s, are the result of
within the 90,000 square more than a century of
breeding The bloodline has
foot palace.

by Diana E. Della Costa
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RENAISSANCE
COUNSELING CENTER

Attention Food Bingers:

~
~

For sometime now you have been locked into a cycle

of gorging on food and then purging either by forced vomiting, laxatives, diuretics,
compulsive exercise or continual dieting and fasting. You often feel unable to break this
cycle. A group is now available for persons struggling with this behavior pattern. II
you are interested call Renee Brooks, M.A., licensed Mental Health Counselor &
Certified Eating Disorder Counselor .

RENEE BROOKS, M.A. (305) 260-5451
- Crane's Roost Office Park • 370 Whooping Loop
Suite 1148 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

gone on to win more than 300
championships.
Guests will be treated to
an enchanting tale as the
story begins like any other...
There was, long ago, a
beautiful princess. Her father. the King. indulged her
every whim. One night, the
princess· fairy godmother
appeared to her with a vision
of a breathtaking pony that
flew through the air. Naturally. the Princess decided
she wanted a horse of her
very' own- the most wonderful horse in the world! Her
loving father attempts to
show her every horse imaginable, so she may select the
perfect horse. As you'd expect. the princess finally
finds the horse of her
dreams.

-----------------------··~~~B~.~

Monday,

8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
S:OO p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.

Tuesday,

2:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

. ....

'

..
I

~

.

..

5:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
7.:00 p.m .

·6:oop.m.
6:00p.m.

8- 9:SO a.m. Mon., Dec. 7
8- 9:50 a.m. Wed., Dec. 9
10-11 :SO a.m. Fri. Dec. 11
10-11 :SO a.m. Wed., Dec 9
12-1 :50 p.m. Mon. Dec., 7
2- 3:SO p.m. Fri., Dec 11
2-3:SO p.m. Wed., Dec. 9
4- S:SO p.m. Mon. Dec., 7
4- S:SO p.m. Wed., Dec. 9
6- 7:50 p.m. Mon., Dec 7
6- 7:SO p.m. Wed., Dec. 9
8- 9:SO p.m. Mon., Dec. 7
8- 9:SO a.m. Tues., Dec. 8
8- 9:SO a.m. Thurs., Dec. l O
l 0-11 :SO a.m. Tues., Dec 8
10-11 :SO a.m. Thurs., Dec. 10
12-1 :50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. l O
2- 3:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 8
2- 3:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. l O
4- .5:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 8
4- 5:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 10
6- 7:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 8
6- 7:5- p.m. Thurs., Dec. 10
8- 9:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 8
8 - 9:50 p.m. Wed., Dec. 9
8- 9:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. l 0
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Chariot has a metal message
by Robert Donald

Last week four heavy
metal missionaries known as
Chariot played to a small
crowd on the green during
the lunch hour. Sponsored
by Baptist Campus Ministries, Chariot performed
· original compositions from
their newly released cassette
. "Step Into Light," which features all the drive and intensity one expects from a metal
band blended with allusions
and references to Christian. lty. "It's entertainment with a
message and a purpose,"
explains lyricist,and vocalist
Paul Aviles.
Playing for free at beaches,
colleges, juvenile detention
centers, and prisons, often
under strenuous circumstances, Chariot performs
out of a sense of service to
God.
In the jails there are no
barriers between the group
and the inmates. Like some
primal test of machismo,
prisoners sometimes jump
on stage taunting the band
with glaring stares. Yet while
their music may seem vola-

--

spreading the gospel and
helping others find peace
with God.
While some ministers are
skeptical concerning metal
ministries like Chariot and
tile and aggressive, the group Stryper, these groups speak
is personable and accommo- the language of today's
dating enough to defuse youth. They reach out to
such minor hostilities. Their those who would never atgenuine concern for the tend a traditional church
inmates usually gains their service. In California there is
even a heavy metal church
trust and appreciation.
"We try to be all things to that offers an alternative
all men so that some might style of worship.
Nothing musically is as
be saved," says bass player
apocalyptic as heavy metal .
Jim Pappadeas.
Chariot's biggest impact is Riveting drums yield visions
made playing the juvenile of seismographic tribuladetention centers. The group tions- mountains crashing
seems to have a special inter- into the seas. Troublesome
bass lines depict m~d's
est in helping teens.
lhere is nothing more last frantic struggle to surgratifying than seeing the vive. Searing, screeching
lives of troubled teenagers guitars simulate legions of
change as they turn to saints raining from the skies
Christ," says Pappadeas, as worldly armies annihilate
who was once himself a themselves in the final showtroubled youth. After being down. Screaming vocals
miraculously healed of an a echo the sentiments and
fatal brain condition and promises the prophets with
drug addiction upon conver- lyrics to rescue the damned.
Nothing musically is as
sion to Christianity, Pappadeas, like the rest of the hellfire and brimstone as
band, dedicated his life to Christian heavy metal.

Music

ARCHITECTURE
Study Architecture as a graduate student
at the University of South Florida in the
FAMU/USF Master of Architecture Program.
With the cooperation and assistance of the School of Architecture at the
Florida A&M University (FAMU), USF is offering a Master of Architecture
program of graduate study.
Program Features Include:
• Graduate study in architecture for students with prior baccalaureate
degrees from accredited institutions in any discipline.
• Eight semesters (120 credits) of theory-intensive but also practical study
for students who may have no prior srchltectura/ educational
· experiences.
• Both part-time and full-time study is available in day and evening
classes.
• Year-round study makes possible graduation in 2-2/3 years.
• Scholarships are available.
• Working internships for pay at the Florida Center for Urban Design and
Research are offered to each deserving student. These ensure that
graduates will have practical field experience in real-world settings.
Application for the Spring 1988 semester are due by Monday, November 23, 1987. However, Interested students may enroll for as many as 12
credits In the program whlle their applications are being processed.
Further Information: call (813) 974-4031.

at USF's TAMPA CAMPUS
FAMU and USF are AH1rmat111'8 ACIJOO/Equal Opportu111ty/Equal Access Uniwrsltles

It's Here
Sweetheart!
Central Florida
Telephone Directory
• ..,1udt'nl L1,llng'
• ~.11 uh} t- S1a11 L1 1in~'
• Ot>p..1rtnwn1' t.. ( )r~1niz.111on~

Directories are available at
the Kiosk located in the
center of campus.

rJ Univer

it~

Directorie

P.O. Bo• 1830. Chapel Hill, N.C.
1·800·334-U36, N.C. (919)968· 0225

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Let Us Type It For You!
..
De~mber

9
Executive
Services

~
..
[liJ
.

•
TERM PAPER

DUE

...

12/10

·we offer word processing, a laser printer,
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop
Publishing. We also have a copy machine
with color (red and blue) capabilities.

249-1263 ·
Special Discount
,R ates for Students
Located in the Holiday Inn, behind UC6 Theatres
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~~ SUNGLASSES
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20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you

purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription .
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No Substitutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

L--~~~~~-~e!_R~~J~~t~--~

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

The old man -still jams away
with Blues for Salvador
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

Carlos Santana; Blues for Salvador

~

Albums

I can't say I am an expert on Carlos Santana, but over the years I've heard a number
of songs and have even considered attending Latin flavor you might come to expect from
a couple of Santana shows. To this day, Santana, but the diverse style of his guitar
however, I have never purchased a Santana work continues to make each and eve:ry song
a new experiment.
album.
This time around however, I had the op"Aquatic Park" kicks off the album and is
portunity to take in an ent~e Santana album among the most Latin flavored songs -on it.
and was not at all shocked to find the old man Without a strong understanding of guitar
styles, I will just say this song, as most of the
still Jamming away.
His latest album is called Blues for Salva- others, is highlighted by funky rhythms,
dor and is a guitar oriented Jazz/blues va:rying tempos and the unique Santana
style.
album.
"I'm Gone" is a fast paced song that disThis one is stripped of lyrics and concentrates on the guitar work of Santana and his plays Santana's versatility in a song he describes as a reflection of sweet harmony in
band.
This jam session is filled with the typical the bay area.
"Trane" is a little funkier with long extended riffs that lead into a concluding speed
run. The synth is used on all the songs to add
a background flavor and in this case it plays
off the guitar, as does the bass. The drums,
Latin style of course, fill in the cracks.
Side two includes a long live version of
"Now That You Know" recorded impromptu
· during a 1985 tour. It is a very exciting live
performance .
.. Hannibal" is lead off by a strictly Spanish
flavored acoustic guitar riff and is followed by
a ve:ry interesting mix of rock, Latin, and
African based sounds.
.. Blues for Salvador" ends the album in a
sedated blues fashion. This one is aptly titled
and is a mellow out song. The guitar kicks in
this traditional blues piece.
All in all this album is meant for the
Santana fan, the guitar work is fantastic and
should turn on the ever faithful Santana fan
as well as the everyday guitar fanatic.

EDUCATION
BUILDING/GYM
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 12
7:00 P.M.

.
..

,<

.

i .....~

TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL SELECT-A-SEAT OUTLETS
ALL SEATS (GENERAL ADMISSION) PRICED AT $10.00
Student Tickets $8.00 Available at the Kiosk

Availability of tickets is limited, so order your tickets now!
For Select-A-Seat information in your· area, call 1-800-323SEAT or UCF At~letic Department (305) 275~2256/2139
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LIB R
AND
T GOVER
BRING IN THE
SPIRIT OF
CHRISTMAS!!
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Individuals who return overdue
books to the UCF Library between
DECEMBER 1 and DECEMBER 11,
1987 will be granted Amnesty and will
not owe fines on returned books.
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Shopping in old London town
12255 U N I V E R S I T Y B L V D.
ACROSS FROM UCF
277-1454

by Daphney Sands

Shopping in Orlando was so easy. There
are a few good thrift stores, the occasional
atl 30-3.45-6.00 & 8 15
spotted Zebra-type store, and even the malls
make
things easy.
RUNNING MAN· R
FATAL ATTRACTION - R
at 2 05-4 05-6·05-8 05-10 05
at 2 00-4 30-7.15-9 45
Actually, I never expected to go shopping
when I came to London. But being that it is a
STARTS TOMORROW •
STARTS TOMORROW big city, fashion abounds and even the kid'CASTAWAY" - R with OLIVER REED 'DEATH ROW GAME SHOW'· R
dies are wearing black and white.
But shopping in London is no easy task.
ALL SEATS $2 75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Children
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with l.D. $3.75
You must be sure to get an early start, eat a
good breakfast, and have lots of money before
you undertake this venture. The fact that the
exchange rate of dollars to pounds ts so low
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:__ _ ! makes the shopping situation that much
more dreadful.
Then again, I don't know when I'll be in
London again and I'm not going home emptyhanded.
So, let the shopping begin. The first place
I went is caned Camden Market. By the way,
malls are a fairly new concept here. Markets
with multiple solicitors are the norm.
• Full IBM Compatibility
The stores of Camden Market are con$995.00 . • 15 Mo. Limited Warranty
tained along one stretch of road in a semiSource TURBO System • 6401< Motherboard with
poor area. Garbage lines the streets and
Parity Check
• AT Selectric Type Keyboard
everything looks rather gray, save for the
• Monochrome T/S Monitor
bright signs in the shop windows. But none
MGP ( Monochrome/
of this detracts from the market's popularity.
Graphics/Printer ) Card
Young, aspiring fashion designers set up
• 150 Watt Switching
stalls
and sell their own creations as well as
Power Supply
the current styles. Music blares from every
• Panasonic 1080 I
Printer + Cable
store- everything from Michael Jackson's
• Keyboard Selectable
Bad to old show tunes to Echo and The
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Bunnymen.
Rated 3 1 on Norton Utilities
You can buy leather jackets, belts, bags,
~------------' • Optional 8087
old LeviS or crazy, dunky shoes. And there
Factory Direct at Wholesale
co-Processor Slot
are old women who sell handmade jewelry
Prices: Proof of Student or • 8 Expansion Slots 1or
F
It t d.
· d
Easy Expansion
and such.
acu Y s an mg require ·
• 2 360K 51/4" Floppy Disk
Camden also offers a variety of foods. The
Drives
oranges and green peppers of the frnit and
vegetable stands are vibrant spots of color on
the street. And for the old olfactory senses
rw· j lllll'-I 3400 Bartlett Blvd . • Orlando, FL
_
........ 32811 • (305) 648-0501 •Dealer
there are the fresh fish stands and bakeries.
a AUTOMOBILES - R
at 2-4-6-8-1 O

PLANES, TRAINS

CINDERELLA - G

rF~ [!~~Source,

My favorite market, though, is the Kensington Market. It's almost entirely run by
college-age people and its just like what you'd
expect to find if an old building was given to
students of the arts to do with as they will.
Every space of the building ts occupied by
a stall and every inch of wall space is painted
with some sort of art-ish nonsense. Stairways and hallways climb and wind and lead
you into more shops. There's even a hair
salon where you can have anything done to
your hair, and in the appropriate setting at
that.

--

From London
With Love

Inc.

Computer Systems

(·•)I

!Fa U'®fi Source, Inc.

As for the prices, there aren't many bargains to be found, even before you convert
pounds to dollars.
Still, it's incredible to be able to look at the
fashions in EUe or in Vogue, see them on half
the people you pass in the street and them be
able to buy it at any time you want.
You don't even have to be trendy to appreciate how great the shopping ts here. I've
never seen so much basic black or dark
· colored clothing as there ts here. You can
truly decide how you want to look without
ever having to give in to the department store
goods.
Don't have the money? You can justify
your shopping escapades by claiming that
you'd hate to miss out on a major part of
London's culture. Not going to the markets
would be like not viSiting the National Gallery
or The Tate.
At least that's the excuse I've prepared for
when my Visa bill arrives ...

Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:
8oo-634-468s

THE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
offers

COMPLETE MEDICAL CARE
COMPLETE CARE

an_d

Quality Care for _M_1n_o_r_E_m_e_r_g_e_nc_i_e_s

UCF Immunizations
• Pregnancy Screening
General Gynecology & Birth
Control
On site X-Ray
Laboratory Services
• Infectious Diseases

COLONIAL

IFArl

'

DEAN RD.

~

• Convenient
Location
• Ample Parking

•NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
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REVIEW FROM 2
was hidden under a veil of
hard-core bitterness.
To complete the trio, amid
all the goings-on, is Tracy's
fiance George Kittredge. He is
characterized by David Michael Garone to be a man of
prindples who lives by
society's rules. The climax of
the play comes in the last
scene when...
The cast is rounded-out
with female photographer Liz
Imbrte, played naturally. by
Alice Ann Smetheram who
sees life as it really is: Uncle
Willie, portrayed by Anthony
Mendez to be 'everyone's fa-

JAZZ FROM 2

~'>1HERWOOD

vorite' uncle; and Thomas,
the butler, a role delightfully
played by David Roofthooft
who constantly reminds the
audience that he is 'upper
class' even if the others are
not.
During the beginning of
the production the players
apparently tried to mimic the
fast paced conversational
tone of the North but their
dialogue was barely audible.
However, by the time they
were well into the Second Act
they were speaking at a
slower pace. Perhaps it was
just opening night jitters, but
nevertheless, Rollins proved
once again what they are
noted for, professionalism.

A Career in the Stockmarket. Learn how you Suite 350, 9250 Baymeadows Rd.
can enter the exciting and lucrative world of the
professional stockbroker. Due to expansion, Jacksonville, FL 32216
we are seeking creative, intelligent individuals
or call Mr. PAUL KOTOS,
with an interest in the financial services indusBranch Manager
try. If you have sales ability, and are seeking an
environment that will allow you to grow, send telephone# 1-800-331-8217 or
your resume to:
1-904-739-3434

Member NASO and Sf PC

NEW MONEY-SAVING

several performances in
town," Whitney says of fund
raising efforts."'We played for
the Orlando Magic, we played
two performances when Vice
President Bush was here.
Some of these performances
have been for small donations to help defray our expenses. All these things add
up."

OUBLE
D

every. Wednesday night in
February.
"'We haven't had as many
performances this fall as I
would have liked, but we did
do a major performance in
the middle of November. We
were invited to appear for the
Central Florida's Jazz
Society's monthly meeting,"
The 15 day tour is within
Whitney said. "It was a very reach and plans are already
successful event for the being made- all the group
band, notjustmusically. but needs is continued support
the people in attendance got from both the Orlando area
very caught-up in the Europe and the student body. "I
trtp and made some dona- would love for the student
tions. It was kind of a nice body to come out to
afternoon.
Townsend's and hear the
"We also have a combo band and support our activiwithin the band that does ties."
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From Domino's Pizza

r

DOUBLE DEALS
Introducing three new
double delicious combo
deals! Get two hot,
delicious pizzas for one
low price-delivered to
your door in thirty minutes
or less. Simply present your
coupon to the delivery
person.

AVOID THE NOID .

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
If your pizza isn't right,
we'll make it right. If it's
late we'll give you $3.00
OFFI Call us for details!

Hours:
11AM·1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM·2AM Fn. & Sat.

CALL DOMINO'S
PIZZA!
Serving University of
Central Florida:

249-1770
12213 University Blvd.

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®

.
,.

FREE.

THE DOUBLE DEUGHT

I

Leam Red Cl'OSS CPR.

CAPITAL

Only $8.95

1

!'

I.

a"' r
.J
,
THE DOUBLE DAZZLER
(Tax not included.)
A double dellghtiul combination.

Two regular 12" cheese pizzas. Extra toppings just
$1.35 for both pizzas. Otter good thru: 12/15/87.

I

Just ask for the THE DOUBLE DELIGHT'

•

One coupon per ord r Not v hd w11n ilny otnf'f coupon or otter At pa11te1pa11ng
IOC<J ltons only

L

r-

Only $10.95

1

{Tax not included.)
A sure way to dazzle your tastebuds.

I
L

r-

I
I

One large 16" cheese pizza, plus one regular 12"
cheese pizza. Extra toppings just $1.65 for both pizzas.
Offer good thru : 12/15/87.

,;,R~

~ID

Just ask for the THE DOUBL E DAZZLER'
0

One coupon per ordur Nol valid with Jny other coupon or ofter AI parhc1pat1nq
locations only

THE DOUBLE DARE
Only $12.95
(Tax not included.)
We double dare you to consum e this much delicious
pizza·i n one meal!

TVJO large 16" cheese pizzas. Extra toppings just $1 .95
for both pizzas. Otter good thru : 12/ 15/87.
Just ask for the TH E DOUBL E DARE!

L

One coupon per order Nol valid with anv otlie1 coupon or of ter Al parl10tpa1111y

~!!!'l
loc~at!1ons o. n l y · - ·

"
Limited d ~llverv areas. Drivers carr,y u.nder $20 ©1987 Dom ino's, Pizza. Inc.
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